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Introduction
Key Insights
•

The Right Channel: Understanding the market positioning and
consumer profile of each marketplace is important to inform
strategic decision-making.

•

A Tailored Approach: Savvy brands allocate assortments tailored to
the different marketplaces to accurately meet demand, while

protecting brand equity.
•

Cost Considerations: Every marketplace has vendor fee structure as
well as pricing, discounting and promotion mechanisms that will
impact the cost of doing business.

The onset of stay-at-home measures and supply chain disruptions

brought about by Covid-19 have accelerated brands’ participation in
online marketplaces.
While the number of newly reported cases dwindle in some parts of the
world, most consumers plan to continue shopping online for apparel
even when physical stores reopen. The main reason being the
convenience and accessibility experienced when they had to resort to

online shopping during the pandemic. The proportion of retail ecommerce sales in the UK is expected to hit 32.1% in 2024 from just
27.5% this year. With that, online fashion marketplaces are set to be

part and parcel of the new normal.

Instagram @topshop
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Introduction (cont’d)
Brands who have yet to penetrate online marketplaces in fear of
cannibalising brick-and-mortar stores and direct-to-consumer (DTC)
websites, will now have to reconsider carefully to remain competitive.

As brands embark on their digital journey, some struggle to find the
right channel to expand their customer base. For others who
participate in online fashion marketplaces, complications arise when it

comes to optimising assortment allocation.
This report highlights the key factors of consideration for brands
before entering new online marketplaces, with a focus on assortment
and pricing.
Over 221,760 data points of prominent marketplaces - Farfetch,

Topshop and Asos UK from January to July 2020, were analysed for
insights.

All data used in this report comes from products retailing online as tracked
by Omnilytics, unless otherwise mentioned.

Instagram @asos
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Instagram @davidjonesstore
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Single Vertical Marketplace

Omnichannel Strategy
An omnichannel strategy enables fashion brands to meet consumers
where they are – the physical and digital spaces.
In pre-crisis time, the emphasis in the fashion business was placed

largely on moving from offline to online. Now entering the new normal
phase, the emphasis has shifted to increasing online presence.

Focusing efforts purely on a brand’s own DTC website is not sufficient
to stand out from the noise. Participation in online marketplaces can
increase a brand’s exposure to a wider consumer base and new
customer segments.
When entering online marketplaces, the first factor of consideration is
between a single-vertical or multi-vertical approach.
Multi-Vertical Marketplace

Single Vertical vs. Multi-Vertical Marketplaces
While the brand exposure that comes with multi-vertical marketplaces
may be large, pricing must be aligned with the wider consumer base.
Opting for a fashion marketplace will allow the spotlight to shine on
apparel, rather than sharing it with other categories such as home and
beauty.
A brand can allocate its progressive range to a single vertical
marketplace, and its core range to a multi-vertical marketplace, and

still enjoy success from both channels. The end message is about
tailoring the approach to meet business needs.
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The Right Channel

CHART 1: TRADE ANALYSIS BY MARKETPLACE

While acquiring new customers is important, brand equity and
reputation

need

to

be

considered

when

penetrating

online

marketplaces.

Marketplace Positioning
Asos offered an extremely wide variety of fast fashion items with over
1,100 brands, while Topshop had a modest offering with just 29 brands

(Chart 1). This signals a wider consumer profile is shopping on Asos
than Topshop.
Asos and Topshop have a low median price and average discounts of
37% and 42% respectively. Despite the disparity on the number of
brands available, both marketplaces are positioned as fast fashion at
affordable prices and deploy discounts to drive conversion. In terms of

performance, Asos and Topshop both achieved high sell-out at above
60%, with the former performing marginally better.
Farfetch had a high median price of GBP 138 and a low average
discount – indicative of its accessible luxury positioning in the fast
fashion segment.

Alignment with the positioning of the selected marketplace is crucial to
protect consumer perception and prevent brand dilution.
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Top 5 Brands on Asos

The Right Channel (cont’d)
Brand Association
Another key consideration, in addition to assessing marketplaces'
positioning, is to analyse the other brands on a specific marketplace to
ensure relevant association. This will attract a similar audience,

ensuring exposure to the right target consumers.
The top 5 brands found retailing on Asos were Asos Design, River

Island, New Look, Bershka and Pull & Bear – established fast fashion
brands with extensive assortments that supplement each other in
capturing a wider audience.
In comparison, the top brands on Topshop were Topshop, Freedom at
Topshop, Glamorous, Jaded London and Quay Sunglasses. These
brands carry more progressive and trendy designs, aligning with

Topshop’s higher fashion quotient. Freedom at Topshop and Quay

Top 5 Brands on Topshop

Sunglasses were recent additions to the Topshop marketplace.
Complementing other brands found on a marketplace can help with
brand association. Consumers will affiliate the brand with the
aesthetics of others. Association will prevent the brand from seeming
out of place. Failure to achieve this will result in consumers gaining a

distorted perception of the brand, which is damaging not only to the
brand image, but also the relationship with marketplace buyers.
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The Right Channel (cont’d)

CHECKLIST OF KEY FACTORS WHEN EVALUATING THE RIGHT CHANNEL

In the process of evaluating each marketplace, brands must also
consider the operating costs and expected returns.

Channel positioning & consumer profile
Brand association with channel

Operating Costs and Expected Returns

Establishing marketplace positioning and brand association can guide
brands into forecasting expected returns. Brands need to recognise

Operating Costs

Expected Returns

Marketplace fee structure

New revenue stream

Participation in marketplace-wide
discounting and sales events

Potential new customer segment

the potential new customer segment that comes from the new revenue

stream. Next, consider the increased brand exposure that comes with
participating in an online marketplace. Tech-enabled features such as
product review tools, chatbots and augmented reality tools can help
drive trade.

Increased brand exposure
Manpower to manage the channel

Internal Operating Costs
The expansion into a new marketplace will require a team to manage

operations of the channel, incurring additional cost for manpower.

Reduced control over pricing

Tech-enabled features to drive trade
(product review tools,chatbots,
augmented reality tools)

External Operating Costs
Marketplace fee structure must be determined for brands to gain a
better

understanding

of

future

operating

cost.

Penetrating

marketplaces will also require participation in marketplace-wide
discounts and sales events like Black Friday and Cyber Monday. As an

outcome, brands will experience reduced control over pricing,
especially if the marketplace exercises a dynamic pricing model.
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Optimising the Assortment

Chart 2a: Topshop on Topshop

A Tailored Approach
Once an in-depth analysis of the marketplace and brand association is
conducted, brands must then adopt a tailored approach. It is vital to
adjust the assortment to suit consumer preferences according to the

marketplace.
Topshop differentiates its assortment across different channels. Its

Tops category offered on Topshop marketplace has a higher fashion
quotient than its assortment on Asos (Chart 2).
Topshop protects its brand image by offering a higher SKU count with
more variations on its website. The brand also offered progressive
designs exclusively on its direct channel, while allocating more
minimalistic designs to Asos.

Chart 2b: Topshop on Asos

Curating the assortment to meet the different consumer demand by
each marketplace will drive strong sell-out and maximise profit.
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Optimising the Assortment (cont’d)

CHART 3: PRICE BREAKDOWN FOR T-SHIRTS BY RETAILER

Identifying White Space Opportunities
The assortment can be further optimised through identification of
white space opportunities.

High sell-out of 64% was observed for T-Shirts priced between GBP
30-40 on Topshop (Chart 3) – a white space opportunity that can be
potentialised. There were 14 products offered within the price range,

ensuring high product visibility due to lack of competing SKUs. To
maintain high visibility, care must be taken to monitor the number of TShirts priced between GBP30-40. A similar missed opportunity was
observed for Farfetch in the GBP 20-30 price range.
While these opportunities seem attractive upon first glance, brand
value must be taken into account. The identified white space

opportunities deviate far from the median price of the marketplace.
The entry level price range for T-Shirts on Farfetch was between GBP
20-30. Although the marketplace showed strong sell-out, brands in
Farfetch should be tactful on controlling the number of SKUs in this
price range. Over-allocation can lead to cannibalisation of trade for
higher prices.
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Pricing Strategy

CHART 4: PRICE BREAKDOWN WITH SELL-OUT BY RETAILER

Pricing Opportunities
The distribution of products across the price ranges was similar for
both Asos and Topshop. Asos had marginally better performance for
items priced below GBP 50. Asos consistently achieved higher sell-out

in each price range, with a total sell-out rate of 63% in the last 6
months compared to Topshop at 62%.

Both brands had pricing opportunities at below GBP 10 and in the
range of GBP 40-49, where sell-out rates were higher than product
count. There is an additional opportunity at Asos for products priced
between GBP 30-39.
The gap between sell-out and product count indicates a higher
demand for the particular price range. This gap serves as an

opportunity to drive trade because there are ready consumers who are
willing to spend on those price ranges. Leveraging this opportunity will
help to drive trade and capture consumer share of wallet.
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Pricing Strategy (cont’d)
Dynamic Pricing

CHART 5: MONTHLY MEDIAN PRICE FOR TOPS ON TOPSHOP
GBP 15.50

Large scale marketplaces often practice dynamic pricing. This pricing
strategy utilises algorithms and machine learning to price items “right”
based on real-time demand. It is less favourable for fashion brands to

GBP 15.00

practice dynamic pricing on a daily basis for DTC websites, where
consumers are more sensitive to frequent price changes. This can result
in loss of consumer trust once they start catching on.

GBP 14.50

The monthly median price for Tops revealed Topshop’s dynamic
pricing strategy. The prices for Tops peaked in February before dipping

GBP 14.00

in March and April, when the number of Covid-19 cases in the UK
started increasing. The median price began to rise again in May when
Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced the ease of lockdown
measures.
Online marketplaces will impose dynamic pricing on brands due to
having a wide customer base. In doing so, the price for the same item

GBP 13.50

GBP 13.00
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul MTD

will vary across channels, from a marketplace to DTC website. Brands
must consider the potential loss of customer loyalty from price
discrepancy that comes with online marketplaces.
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Conclusion
Next Steps for Brands
Protect Brand Equity by Selecting the Right Channel: Brand equity
must always be prioritised. When choosing a new online marketplace to
enter, brands must analyse the traits associated with the platform.
Retailers that carry out frequent discounting may not be a good fit for
brands that rarely execute markdowns. Off-price channels and outlets

are more suitable for brands that intend to clear slow-moving stocks.
Optimise Assortment and Price: Assortment allocation must be
optimised to prevent overstocking issues that stem from a one-sizefits-all approach. Tailoring the assortment to suit the traits of each
marketplace will drive conversion rates up.

Decision-making upon identification of white space opportunities must
always align with brand image and other factors, like pricing and
positioning.
Brands should also be mindful of the participation in dynamic pricing
that comes with online marketplaces. Consideration needs to be taken
towards the potential price discrepancy that occurs across channels.
Operating Costs and Expected Returns: Every marketplace has its own
features, costs and agreement terms. Brands need to form a checklist

of factors such as operating costs and expected returns prior to
entering a new marketplace. A brand must stand to gain benefits from
marketplace participation.
Instagram @farfetch

Definition of Key Metrics

Metric

Description

Assortment SKUs Count

The total count of stock keeping unit (SKU) i.e. the number of styles that a brand offers. In the report context, it is the total product count
within a data set.

New-In

The products that are newly added to the retail website within the timeframe selected.

New-In Rate

The number of new products launched by a brand within the timeframe selected. It is calculated by dividing the new-in count over the total
product count within a data set.

New-In Contribution %

Calculated by dividing the number of new-in product count over the total new-in count within a data set.

Sell-Out

A product registers a sell-out event when it is indicated as out-of-stock or no longer published on the website.

Sell-Out Contribution %

Calculated by dividing the number of sell-out product count over the total sell-out count within a data set.

Percentage Point Variance (New-In
vs. Sell-Out)

Calculated by subtracting the new-in contribution with sell-out contribution on unit percentage difference. Metric is used to indicate sign
of potential missed opportunities and overstocking.

www.omnilytics.co

Get in touch
Omnilytics is a fashion analytics company that helps brands and retailers – born to make data accessible and
insights actionable so that businesses can make decisions with confidence and speed. At the core of what
Omnilytics does is the belief that information is power; pairing deep industry expertise and ground-breaking
technical innovation to bolster businesses’ agility with data-driven insights.
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